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UTILIZATION OF CHARTS 
AND PICTURES FOR 
CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION 

MURIEL LIM-QUEK 

Charts and pictures are often used by teachers for classroom 
instruction. These visual materials range from diagrams and 
illustrations drawn on vanguard paper to wall-maps and posters. 
For effective use in front of the classroom, visual materials should 
not be smaller than the normal vanguard size (i.e. 51cm X 64cm). 
Teachers should therefore be careful in  selecting the right size of 
charts and posters for classroom use. 

They should also select appropriate content for these 2- 
dimensional visual materials. Therkfore teachers should first ask 
themselves these questions: 

Is the content relevant to my topic? Do the charts1 
pictures meet my  lesson objectives? 

Is the information accurate and up-to-date? Are the facts 
authentic and clearly presented? 

Are the visual symbols suitable for my class? Can my  
pupils understand these visual symbols? 

Are the c,harts and pictures attractive enough to 
stimulate and motivate the pupils in  their learning? 

Are the graphics and captions legible enough for all 
pupils? 

Only when the answers to these questions are in  the affirmative, 
can the teacher legitimately make use of these visual materialsfor 
his instruction. 

However, before the charts, pictures and posters can be put 
into practical use, they should be checked for their paper quality. If 
they are flimsy and are produced on thin paper,theywiII haveto be 
mounted on stiff cards or canvas first before they are really 
suitable for classroom presentation. For effective utilization, 
charts and pictures should be fairly firm. Most of the teacher-made 
charts, however, are prepared on vanguard paper or on cartridge 
paper, and so they can be used straightaway without being 
mounted. 
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It is useful, too, to laminate the charts, pictures and maps, and 
to have their edges properly bound with masking tape. This wil l 
not only preserve them and make them more presentable but also 
enable them to be handled more conveniently. 

Two-dimensional visual materials should be stored in a flat 
condition. This wil l enable them to hang down vertically when 
used in the classroom. When charts and pictures are rolled up 
tightly before useithey tend to curl up again the minute the teacher 
turns round to face the class. This is embarrassing and can make 
the situation hilariously funny. Besides it is also inconvenient for 
the teacher to place his hand on the picture all the time to keep it 
flat. So, remember to havecharts, pictures, posters and maps kept 
as flat as possible before presenting them in front of the class. 

There are several methods of presenting charts and pictures 
effectively for classroom instruction. Any one of the following can 
be easily applied: 

a) Use thumb-tacks, push-pins or metal grips to hold 
charts and pictures in place on either a piece of soft- 
board or plywood-board. (Figures l a  and I b) 

Figure la .  Using thumb-tacks to hold the chart 
on a piece of soft-board. 
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Figure I b. Using metal grips to hold the chart 
on a piece of plywood-board. 

b) Punch two eyelets along the top of the charts and 
pictures, and use a short piece of string to hang them 
against the chalkboard. (Figure 2) 

Figure 2. Using strings through the eyelets 
to hang up the chart. 
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c) Use "btu-tack" behind the charts and pictures and tack 
them on the chalkboard. 

d) Use bits of masking-tape rolled into small loops behind 
the charts and pictures for sticking onto the chalkboard. 

e) Hold the charts and pictures with magnet-pieces on a 
magnetic chalkboard or magnetic white-board, if there 
is one in the classroom. 

f)  String a nylon fishing line or thin rope across the 
chalkboard and use pegs to hold the charts and pictures 
for class presentation. (Figure 3) 
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Figure 3. Using nylon fishing line or thin rope 
and clothes-pegs to hold the chart. 

g) Use a newspaper rod with two screw-clamps to grip and 
hold the charts and pictures, then hang the rod against 
the chalkboard. 

h) Make a "flip-chart board" like an easel to hold the charts 
and pictures, which are then flipped over one at a time, 
a t  each stage of the presentation. (Figure 4) 

i) Prepare on hard cardboard or buy a pair of wooden 
ornamental plate-stands for displaying or presenting 
your charts and pictures. (Figure 5) 
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Figure4. Using a "flip-chart board" to display 
the charts. 

Figure 5. Using a wooden ornamental plate-stand 
to hold up the chart. 
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j) Lean the charts and pictures along the chalkboard rail. 

For effective utilization of 2-dimensional visual materials in 
classroom instruction, teachers should make use of some of these 
methods, if they have not done so already.:-1t.i~ ineffective for a 
teacher to hold up a chart or picture forteaching with one hand and 
to indicate the features therein with the forefinger of the other 
hand. It is more professional to  use a long pointer or ruler to 
indicate anything on the chart or map, which is correctly 
presented. Holding up a chart or picture in front of a class givesthe 
impression of untidiness. 

A teacher wil l feel at ease and relaxed when his charts and 
pictures that have been so carefully selected for classroom 
instruction are also effectively presented. He wil l be able to enjoy 
his teaching and a t  the same time have time to concentrate on 
interacting with his pupils. 
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